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In this paper we present he upper and lower bounds of the longest directed cycle length for 
minimal strr,ng digraphs in terms of the numbers of vertices and arcs. These bounds are both 
sharp. In addition, we give analogous results for minimal 2-edge connected graphs. 
A variety of results of the length of the longest directe cycle of direct 
have been found. In particular, Bermond et al. [2] obt ed the lower b 
strong digraphs with a sufficient number of arcs. Bondy [4] gave the lower bound 
for any strong digraph by means of the chromatic number. Thomassen [9 
discussed this problem fo graph with constraints on degrees. For review of the 
concerned results see [3]. e use the terminology of [ 11. 
In this paper we examine this problem for minimal strong digraphs. 
is established on the most fundamental parameters, i.e., vertex numb 
number. In addition, we also obtain analogous results for minimal 2-edge 
connected graphs. 
We use standard terminology. For the sake of clarity we repeat some important 
definitions. Let D be a digraph. If D has only one vertex, it is called trivial; 
otherwise, it is called nontrivial. e cyclomatic number of D, denoted by Y(D), 
is the cyclomatic number of its derlying graph. 9 is a strong digraph if it 
contains a directed (u, v)-path for any ordered pair of vertices (u, v). Let D be a 
digraph. A maximal strong subdigraph of D is ca 
a strong digraph b:;~ D - 6z is not strong Ilor any 
strong digraph. Let w = (x, l-lcl, . . . , ?J&, y) be a dir path (k 3 1 j in a stro 
digra at both indegree and outdegree of 
one. vk} is also strong, then ‘r’d 
D - {v,, . . . , a~> is denoted by 
eliminating the reducible chai 
([5; 1, p. 30-321). A ~~~n~~ivia~ 
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y induction on the cyclomatic number Y(D). 
holds trivially fo 
ppose Y(D) 3 2. , D has a reducible chain w. Clearly, 
minimal strong digraph with cyclomatic number equal to Y(D) - 
ypothesis, D - w has Y(D) - 1 direc cycles {Ci} such th 
- w is contained in at least one of { Ci}. the other hand, since D is a 
strong digraph there must be a directed cycle containing w in D. Adding it to 
{Ci] 9 we obtain desired Y(D) directed cycles. cl 
. Aszy minimal strong digraph D with v( ) 2 2 has at least wo reducible , 
chains. 
f v(D) = 2, then must be one of the two kinds of digraphs indicated in 
It is clear that such digraph has two reducible chains w1 and w2. 
ow assume that emma 3 is not true. Let D be the counterexample with 
fewest arcs. Obviously v(D) 3 3. Let w = (x, vl, . . . , vk, y) be a reducible chain 
Y(D) - 13 2. It follows that D - w has at least two 
w2. Since D has oj11y one reducible chain w, each of wl 
and w, must contain exactly one end vertex of w as its internal vertex. Therefore 
ay assume w1 = v;, . . . , x, " . . , vk, y '). Consequently (x, . . . , vk, y ‘) 
ducibie chain o (otherwise, D would not be a minimal strong digraph) 
which is different from w. This contradicts the assumption that D is a 
counterexample. 0
be a minimal strong digraph with Y(D) 2 2 and C denote a 
Then D has a reducible chain w such that it is 
arc-disjoint with C. 
inimal, then a directed cycle in D has no c? yard 
) in D such that u E V(C) and v $ V(C). Note 
t a strong digraph. Let ri denote the di-component containing 
icomponent 2 into a vertex, still denoted as 6, 
s also a minimal strong digraph. If v(D’) = 1, 
qxl_ei q~fic$ef as a s-~&~~$d~ chain from ii to ii; 
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is also a reducible chain in 13. It is the desired reducible chain in D. It is the 
desired reducible chain because it is arc-disjoint with C. If v(W) 3 2, by Lemma 
3, LY has at least two reducible chains. Obviously, there must exist one chain wl 
such that li;i s not an internal vertex of H+. Then wI is also the desired reducible 
chain of D. Lemma 4 is thus proved. El 
Now we give our main result. 
I’Rmmrenn 1. Let D be a nontrivial minimal strong &graph with n vertices and m 
arcs. Let I(D) denote the length of the longest directed cycle in D. Then 
L-:+11 Gl(D)d2n -mm. 
Moreover, both these bounds Gre sharp. 
Pra~oP. By Lemma 2, the arc set of D can be covered by Y(D) directed cycles of 
D. Thus rn <l(D) l y(Dj. Note that V(D) = m - n + 1. We have 
Now we use induction on v(D) to prove l(D) 6 2n - m. It holds trivially for 
V(D) = 1. 
Suppose v(D) 3 2. Let C be a longest directed cycle of D. By Lemma 4, there 
is a reducible chain w of D which is arc-disjoint with C. Let I be the length of IV. 
It is not difkuit to see the foilowing: 
t 
D - w is a minimal strong digraph with (m - rd arcs and (n - I + 1) 
vertices; 
C is also a longest directed cycle of D - w ; 
the cyclomatic number of B - w is equal to v(D) - 1; 
P 3 2. 
:he induction hvoothesis, we have II 
l(D) G 2(n -I r + I) - (m - r) = (2n - m) - (r --. 2). 
Therefore 
f(D) s 2n - m. 
Finally, we can see that 
(Fig. 2). 
these bounds are sharp from the foliowing examples 
The proof of Theorem 3 is thus completed. •I 
Given n and m, the two kinds of extremal 
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r directed cycles of length (m - n + I- r) directed cycles 
r is the remainder of m 
divided by (HZ - n + I) 
D,: l(D,) = 
Tm--t+lj 
,,-----. 
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1 
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length 
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\ 
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. . . 
(m - n) directed cycles 
of length two 
D2: 1(D2j = 2n - m. 
Fig. 2. Examples of two kinds of exiremai digraphs. 
e following proposition characterizes the extremal digraphs reaching the 
e Under the condition of Theorem 1, l(D) = 2n - m iff D can be 
a dimted cycle by successively eiiminating the re&wi‘&le chains of 
pose that l(D) = 2n - tn. ecause every non-trivial minimal strong 
sively eliminate the shortest reducible 
ned. From Lemma 4, we can make C 
e number of the eliminated arcs is 
e eliminated chains is 
arcs o Therefore, all 
we cm not prk2sent a si 
is a res 
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e rest can be easily in 
y using a theorem of 
to the minimal Zedge 
and Niu Yanyin [6]. 
without cut vertices 
illiams [S], the above remits can be transfe 
graphs which had been cousidere 
ir deeper results are for 
e shall not discuss it here. 
There is an exanmle 
’ Z-connected): take q 
plus an arc ba. 
without cut vertices ot 
internally disjoint paths of lengt 
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